
 

 

 

 

 

Press Release   

 

World’s leading Internet Exchange operator DE-CIX to 

support Connected Nation & Newby Ventures in closing 

the Digital Divide in the US 

Strategic partnership will enable DE-CIX edge IXs in smaller cities and rural areas to 

significantly improve regional Internet performance 

 

Frankfurt (Germany) and Washington, DC, (U.S.), 15 May 2023. DE-CIX, the world’s leading 

operator of Internet Exchanges (IXs), and Connected Nation Internet Exchange Points (CNIXP), a 

joint venture between nonprofit Connected Nation and Newby Ventures, today announce a 

strategic partnership for the establishment and operation of edge IXs in unserved and 

underserved markets across the US to significantly improve regional Internet performance. 

CNIXP’s objective is to build new carrier-neutral interconnection facilities in at least 125 regional 

hub communities in 43 states and 4 U.S. territories with the primary support of public funding.  

This exclusive agreement paves the way for DE-CIX to serve as the IX platform operator within 

CNIXP facilities. The project will be undertaken as part of the “DE-CIX Nexus Program for Edge 

Interconnection”, including integration of each new IX into DE-CIX’s North American and global 

ecosystem, fostering the development of new connectivity hubs away from the major 

metropolitan centers. These IXs will enable one-hop connectivity to the nearest major exchange, 

including DE-CIX’s IXs in New York, Dallas, Chicago, Phoenix, and Richmond VA, among others, 

including existing independent IXs.  

DE-CIX’s proven ability to develop successful ecosystems – and over time to close gaps in 

previously greenfield interconnection markets – will be leveraged for the success of the 

partnership. As an Internet Exchange operator, in the business of interconnection for close to 

three decades, DE-CIX has built up the world’s largest data center and carrier neutral 

https://www.de-cix.net/
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https://connectednation.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/CNIXP_target_location_list.pdf


 

interconnection ecosystem, bringing together thousands of networks accessible from data 

centers in more than 600 cities worldwide.  

“People and businesses – and in particular the research and educational sector – in American 

cities beyond the major hubs need and deserve better Internet performance – faster, lower 

latency, more resilient, and more secure access to content, clouds, and applications,” explains 

Ivo Ivanov, CEO of DE-CIX. “Establishing Internet Exchanges in CNIXP facilities will enable people 

all over the nation to participate more fully in the digital economy, with all the benefits this 

brings. DE-CIX is proud to support the expansion of high-performance digital infrastructure 

together with Connected Nation and Newby Ventures, as a step towards closing the digital 

divide in the US.” 

The establishment of connectivity hubs—consisting of a neutral IXP facility and a robust, 

professionally operated and supported IX within the facility—has been demonstrated to provide 

significant economic advantages for cities and regions. An IX and its ecosystem of connected 

networks and data centers increases the speed and resilience of Internet connectivity through 

optimizing the routes for data transport and offering greater redundant data pathways. It also 

brings down the costs of connectivity and enables locally bound data to remain local, rather than 

needing to take long detours through distant hubs to reach its destination. Such local 

interconnection, in turn, fosters the growth of a local digital economy and encourages not only 

the attraction of new business to the community, but also enables the localization of content, 

clouds, and applications to serve residents and organizations through significantly lower latency 

connections.  

“With this announcement, we are bringing the best IX platform operator in the world into every 

IXP facility that we build,” said Tom Ferree, CEO of Connected Nation. “The communities we 

serve deserve no less. Our partnership with DE-CIX is a critical step toward ensuring that small 

cities and rural areas have the same robust online experience as their urban counterparts, both 

now and into the future.” 

# # # 

 

About DE-CIX 
DE-CIX (German Commercial Internet Exchange) is the world’s leading operator of Internet Exchanges (IXs). DE-CIX 
offers its interconnection services in more than 40 metro-markets in Europe, Africa, North America, the Middle East, 
and Asia. Accessible from data centers in over 600 cities world-wide, DE-CIX interconnects thousands of network 
operators (carriers), Internet service providers (ISPs), content providers and enterprise networks from more than 100 
countries, and offers peering, cloud, and interconnection services. DE-CIX in Frankfurt, Germany, is one of the largest 
Internet Exchanges in the world, with a data volume of almost 34 Exabytes per year (as of 2022) and close to 1100 
connected networks. More than 200 colleagues from over 30 different nations form the foundation of the DE-CIX 
success story in Germany and around the world. Since the beginning of the commercial Internet, DE-CIX has had a 
decisive influence – in a range of leading global bodies, such as the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) – on co-
defining guiding principles for the Internet of the present and the future. As the operator of critical IT infrastructure, 

https://de-cix.net/en/about-de-cix/media/press-releases/new-study-shows-how-to-develop-a-digital-society-100-times-faster-dubai-improves-internet-speed-and-emerges-as-an-international-internet-hub


 

DE-CIX bears a great responsibility for the seamless, fast, and secure data exchange between people, enterprises, and 
organizations at its locations around the globe.  Further information at www.de-cix.net 
 
About Connected Nation (CN) 
Nonprofit Connected Nation’s mission is to improve lives by providing innovative solutions that expand access to, and 
the use of, broadband and related technologies for people across the United States. For more information, please 
visit: www.connectednation.org and follow CN on Facebook and Twitter. 
 
About Newby Ventures 
Newby Ventures, LLC is a personal holding company for interests held in a variety of carrier-neutral colocation and 
interconnection facilities.  Hunter Newby is its founder, chairman, and CEO.  Mr. Newby has over 20 years of 
ownership and management experience in the network interconnection industry. He is both an active and former 
owner, co-founder, partner or board member in numerous carrier-neutral colocation and interconnection businesses 
including: ColoATL, DataVerge, Fibre Centre, Netrality Properties, NJFX and The Telx Group, Inc. For more information, 
please visit www.newby-ventures.com and follow Mr. Newby on LinkedIn. 
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Judith Ellis, Elisabeth Marcard, Viola Schreiber & Carsten Titt – Global Public Relations – Telephone: +49 (0)69 1730902 
130 – Email: media@de-cix.net  
 
Media Contact at Connected Nation:  
Jessica Denson, Communications Director – Telephone  +1 (502) 341-2024 – Email:  jdenson@connectednation.org   
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